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From: Arthur L. Loeb and Norman Menyuk 
Date: May 8, 1953 
As discussed at meeting 50 (equation L-3), the spontaneous magneti-
zations I and I may be expressed in terms of the Brlllouln function as 
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For high temperatures (in the neighborhood of the Curie temperature) 
the Brlllouln function may be approximated by the expression 
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In order to simplify this development, the following subatltutlons 
are made; 
C " I 3J 
R V 
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^TvCU ^ E U 3 Eyucv g ^ D V 3 
U " T - T 3
 + T " T 3 
v =/<<t/
u CY . / * > P Y 3 + £2LCH _ f * m
3 
Thus 
V-£/3 U = ^ ^ (1 - - J4 ) D - ^ ^ (!-«)<? ) U3 
and 
u-a^v = ̂ ~^(i—^?) v _MlJ l ( i_^ ) v3 
These relat ionships f inal ly lead to the equations: 
1 - - ) * T ? 3
 kU 9> 
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where -
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When T - » 0 , U —•» 0 , V —m 0 , it ' A. 
A - e ^ g>^c _ 
l --ys ~ 0 
Therefore, from the second equation, 
fr. (l-^)^C (G_?) 
^ — 6. ^ 
Substituting this value into the first equation one finds 
*& 2 - £ ( ^ v ^ ) ^ - ^ = 0 (0-4) 
At a value of T slightly below the Curie temperature we may substi-
tute the values T = ^ - t and - £ = U/V =w4 + 0^ into equations G-5 and G-6. 
Both t and <£ wil l be very small in the region close to the Curie temperature, 
and a l l terms of second order smallness are neglected in the following treat-
ment. From equation G-5 
l -*y$ T + ^3 
Since T3 = ( £ - t ) 3 « * &3-JtO-2 
and T 2 « ^ 2 - 2 t O 
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1 - <=*>/& 
Substituting the value of 0 obtained in equations G-7 into the f i r s t 
term, we find 
U±Si°^l&& [l-e/9( #+</5] -(<<>
2-2<9t)d>C(&</) +£;> DitV = 0 
Expressing t h i s as a l inear equation in t,d, and V j and ignoring a l l 
second order smaUness terms: 
^ 3 2 + & A D V " f = 0 -"'fe&^H •"">«-
Therefore 
C 
Let us examine the expression in brackets in the f i r s t term of 
equation G-9 
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But from equation G-8 we see that t h i s i s iden t ica l ly zero, so the 
f i r s t term in equation G-9 drops out. 
Next l e t us examine the expression in brackets in the second term 
of equation G-9o 
since the term in brackets i s zero from equation G-8 
Substituting these results back into equation G-7 one obtains the 
simpler equation 
-tftCtO* -s^&^[*/*+l'*&-*+J + E.*D#V2 = 0 (0-10) 
Let us now analyze equation G-6 in a similar manner Then: 
I -v,/3 ^ T - ^ I +/4 T ^ 3 ™* -o 
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Then 
Substituting the value of 0- given in equation G-7 for the f i r s t <$-
in the above expression, and expressing the resultant as a l inear equation 




e ^ DV2 = o 
Therefore 
+£^+ -Ct<2  *% "^ + DV2 • 0 
so 
C* {LL*) ^ - ^ ) <G-u) 
i 
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Substituting t h i s value of a into equation G-10 we have: 
•J 
ca r ' 
Separating terms in t and V , 
Therefore 
From equation G-9 the terms in the brackets f * are zero, so the 
above equation reduces to 
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The net spontaneous magnetization may be expressed (equation L-l, 
meeting 50) 
I = >i -yul. (G-13) 
8 a * D 
If we negleot terms of *• order emaUness (E.G, t*'2) then, from 
equations G-3 and G -U 
Substituting the above values into equation G-13, 
-i-j-! • « * - * ysSSfc." 
Since t = &-T, and defining a new constant F by the equation 
F 3J *f 
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we arrive at the relation 
I S = F M / ^ ( > ^ ^ ) (G-H) 
This i s equation LI-1 of meeting 51 
' Norman Men 
Approved_ % 
David R. Brown 
ALL/NM;Jrt 
Group 62 (20) 
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